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Abstract

Research has shown that traditional pen-and-paper methods of learning and teaching do not sufficiently reach all students with varying learning backgrounds, styles, and preferences. Thus, a shift toward multimodal instruction has occurred in which traditional methods are augmented by the viewing, listening and watching of a variety of technologies and media. This thesis explores how to implement multimodality within online spaces, utilizing social media platforms as instructional spaces for English Language Learners. The research presented shows that employing these platforms may supplement in-class work to give students opportunities and space to utilize English rhetorical tools, cultivate and express their second language identity, and connect with native speakers in collaborative exercises. A thorough review of relevant teaching pedagogy and theory of both English composition and English as a Second Language fields is presented before the author discusses best practices in collaborative learning and reflects on previous attempts to utilize online learning during previous coursework in introductory and advanced English composition classes. Finally, this thesis concludes with the author’s final remarks on the challenges and limitations of this study as well as possibilities for future research and instructional design.
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Teaching Philosophy

My first quarter of teaching concluded with students presenting me a hand-made book about a dinosaur’s first day at college, more specifically, English 101. The students used this story to recount the tale of their actual first quarter in college, the writing skills they learned, and the experiences they had in my class. From my interactions with this cohort, I solidified my beliefs in the importance of establishing a sense of community, of creating bridges between previous experiences and the expectations of college, and finally, of instilling the need for personal investment among my students.

From these and other experiences working as a teaching assistant, I have developed this distinct teaching philosophy. As such, my first objective when I encounter a new set of students is to get to know them, their majors, their personalities, their anxieties. I believe that an engaged student is a student who feels comfortable and safe in the classroom. That’s not to say that the content will not challenge them nor present them with unchartered, academic waters, but that they feel invited to participate in class rather than bullied or coerced.

To establish a welcoming, low-stakes environment, I believe it is essential to create connections with students, both instructor to student and student to student. How do we accomplish this? Connecting through humor. The first few activities of a new session consist of “Getting to Know You” bingo games and online Kahoot surveys. I ask my students questions such as “What’s the hardest part of the first day?” in the hopes of lowering anxiety and demonstrating very clearly to students that they are not alone in feeling anxious, out of place, or overwhelmed.

I pay special attention to this affective aspect of education because I know my students will not be a homogenous group. They will not be entirely Running start students, students with their majors already selected, students whose tuition is covered by parents or scholarships, or students for whom English is their first language. To effectively teach students how to navigate the varying expectations of English writing—and that of college itself—I feel it is vital to create bridges for students. These bridges serve to show them a way to exist between their own worlds and the academic world, fulfilling the demands of each without forsaking either. This tension is difficult for students, so I make special efforts to give them tools for dealing with it.

In a typical class, I jot down a clear outline of what to expect for that class period. Sometimes we might start out with a small YouTube clip (from a TV show I have learned through the bingo game is generally liked). At first, the students may enjoy the video, not see any real connections to class content, and think nothing more of it. As we progress, however, I begin quizzing students on what elements they see in these clips that connect to our current topic. For learning the rhetorical situation, I open up the floor, asking what elements we might be seeing. After a few times, the students pick up on the patterns; they know what to expect from me. Exercises like this become second-nature and we move onto printed media, news clips, and finally example essays. By the time they write their
major essays, persuasive argument essays, they understand the drill, they know what they’ll likely be graded on, and seem to have developed a sixth “rhetorical sense”.

I believe establishing routines like these not only give students opportunities to practice their skills in a real-life context (in which they know I do not have the “right” answers in my teacher book somewhere) but also serve to build class unity. We develop our own language and our own ways of describing the content from the book. As I model this kind of inclusivity, I believe my students are able to grow in their collaborative skills and develop a sense of community and personal responsibility.

While student-centered teaching is important to me, I do believe it takes time to re-imagine the classroom paradigms many of the incoming freshmen are accustomed to. To aid in this re-imagining, I do model the kinds of relationships and interactions I hope for among my students. Much to their chagrin, I put some grading power into the hands of their peers during peer review sessions. For example, after students complete a peer review session, I require them to scan or take a photo of the feedback they have received, attaching this with their next draft. Students who do not receive a grade for the feedback they gave are left with two options: take the zero or seek out the student who did not post their feedback. I talk about this procedure with the whole class, pointing out that, if you do not choose to post that photo, you are basically letting your peer down. While it is true that some students, no matter how charming these tactics are, will choose to ignore this, it has served to promote a sense of personal responsibility overall.

I believe in putting the students first whether this be creating a welcoming atmosphere, helping them adjust to the expectations of college, or catering lessons to the skills they need most.
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Teaching approaches as well as discourse community values invariably differ across cultures and languages. Yet while this diversity is something to honor and preserve, it poses a challenge for students who have learned English as a Foreign Language (EFL) or as a second language (ESL) and transfer into mainstream English composition courses at the college level. Such students have gained considerable skills in their second language, English, but may be puzzled by the expectations therein. These discourse community differences include critical thinking and rhetorical components like audience, tone, purpose, as well as more interpretive features like self-expression and writer’s voice. Like many students around the world, international students studying in the US have been found to regularly engage with online media both for personal and academic purposes. It seems that these online platforms may present opportunities for these students to practice and develop their English writing skills in a low-stakes, semi-realistic context.

Research Questions

In attempting to determine possible solutions, or tools, to develop, the following research questions have surfaced:

1. How can English composition instructors provide opportunities for international students to develop the skills necessary to later succeed in mainstream English composition courses?

2. Do students feel more comfortable taking risks and expressing themselves in online settings?
3. How can online and multimodal activities provide opportunities for students to develop rhetorical awareness and the skills needed to meet the expectations of English composition as a whole?

**Definition of Terms**

The term “discourse community values” refers to the changing expectations of different communicative communities. This variation can occur across languages and within differing social circles within one language. For example, academic language expectations versus informal, conversational expectations.

By “mainstream English composition courses,” I am referring to college classes that are not designed for English Language Learners but rather designed for students with native or native-like language abilities.

“Rhetoric” is the use of all or select aspects of a message in order to convince or persuade one’s audience. These aspects include the audience with whom the writer is communicating, the writer’s purpose, their stance, and the context in which the writing is taking place or responding to. This is a reflection of the English values of being explicit and taking responsibility as writers for how the reader will interpret and understand our messages.

“Rhetorical awareness” is therefore the ability to gauge what the rhetorical components of a given situation are in order to effectively arrange all important aspects in a logical, convincing manner.

“Critical thinking”, also from a Western perspective, is the questioning of content presented and the probing into its presentation, intention, and ultimate meaning. To think critically is to demonstrate original thought as a result of skeptical investigation and
exploration. This is the opposite of rote memorization in that there is no one correct answer and this response must be developed individually. Rhetorical thinking and awareness fits under the umbrella of critical thinking.

By “international students”, I am referring to those who have passed the necessary exams in their home country and the United States and are now taking courses with native-English-speaking students. In addition, ELL may also be used to describe this group, although it is a more generic term to describe those any are currently learning English.

“Self-expression” is the using of self-focused terms like I, my, me, etc. in writing. This also includes writing from a first-person perspective, rather than a more distant, implicit perspective. Connected to this is “voice”: an authentic express of the writer’s personality, feelings, and ideas.

“Success in composition courses” is considered developing and expressing a unique voice in writing and applying critical and rhetorical thinking to writing situations.

By “multimodal activities”, I am referring to the inclusive of several media types (videos, online activities, visual representations, and artistic forms of writing). This method meets the needs of students’ diverse backgrounds, learning styles, and helps to contextualize their learning in real-world situations.

“Metacognition” is the awareness and control of one’s own thinking process. It may also include the understanding and awareness of one’s emotions, perceptions, and other internal processes that affect one’s learning.

By “audience”, I am referencing those who will receive the message of any form of communication whether that be spoken or written.
“Identity formation” refers to the creation of one’s true or authentic self that will later be expressed within an educational and/or social setting.

“Collaborative learning” refers to a variety of pedagogical approaches in which students at various levels are grouped and paired for the purpose of achieving one, common goal. In this scenario they are responsible and held accountable for all of the group’s learning, including their own.

“Target language” refers to the additional language that the students are intentionally attending a class in order to learn.

“Epistemic space” is a term offered by Chalmers (2011) to refer to the space that needs to be created within an educational setting for the discussing, sharing, and creating of knowledge with others.

Assumptions

The professional organization for ESL teachers is Teacher of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), and they require us to disclose our assumptions as we discuss our research. The following are my assumptions before I began this project:

1. One of my assumptions is that because students are accustomed to technology, social media, etc., they will find it easy to get started on assigned work but may struggle to adjust to the academic angle that will be imposed.

2. Along these lines, I anticipate that online writing activities will dramatically highlight the need for identifying appropriate word choices, tone, stance, etc. for students.
3. When comparing online writing assignments and in-class assignments, I predict that students will write more online but the in-class assignments may reflect their actual abilities since they have the chance to edit and revise online.

4. For online and otherwise multimodal activities, I believe students may find it easier to express themselves, using self-centered language, and take calculated risks.

5. My assumption is that students will feel less pressure in expressing themselves with the online activities, regardless of cultural background or individual personality.

**Thesis Overview**

This research develops in the following order. Chapter Two explores the traditional pedagogical theories to include collaborative learning from both English composition and ESL perspectives. The next themes to be covered are contemporary theories of multimodality and the use of online learning to aid areas of second language learning such as identity formation, self-expression, community, and critical thinking skills. Factors that might affect online learning such as attitude, motivation, personality, and culture are also addressed. Chapter Three presents a discussion of the topics introduced in the literature review as well as sample lessons previously attempted in an introductory English course designed for second language learners. In the final chapter, I revisit my preliminary assumptions and research questions, commenting on possible challenges and offering ideas for future research.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

In many introductory English composition classrooms across the United States, a variety of students are served. While native English-speaking students and international students alike struggle with the content and demands of such classes, it is the latter group that some instructors may be ill-equipped to reach. For a variety of reasons—disparate teaching methods, discourse expectations, or rhetorical styles, to name a few reasons—international students may also feel they are not prepared for these courses. That is not to say, however, that they are intellectually inferior nor that their previous English language coursework was insufficient, but rather that the approaches taken in their previous experiences may simply not match the demands and expectations of English composition classes in the U.S. As contrastive rhetorician Kaplan stated, “[English] is not a better nor worse system than any other, but it is different” (12). Students’ prior educational experiences may have focused on mastering standardized tests through memorization (Iiad, 2010; Grami, 2012; Zhao, Fei, & Lin, 2012). For students who hope to use the English language for future careers and/or personal and communicative purposes, something must be done: a bridge must be constructed so that they may cross between language systems, their rules, and their functions. With the increasing popularity of multimodal curricula, methods have been developed that, if applied, could serve as a bridge for students to develop the rhetorical skills and self-expression emphasized in mainstream English composition. By including online, multimodal activities, students may not only increase these important skills, but also prepare for future in-person partner-and-group work.
Multimodality

Many students coming into these English composition courses have received extensive training in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) at home, but their previous educational systems may not have perfectly matched up with the teaching styles and philosophies of American English classrooms (Grami, 2012; Iida, 2010; Ruefman, 2015; Zhang, 2013). Loosely defined, *multimodality* is the incorporation of several modes of teaching and learning that go beyond traditional reading and writing to include listening, watching, and using a variety of technology and media. A multimodal curriculum itself may be centered around specific themes (Ruefman, 2015) or may bring digital media into the classroom through video essays, blog work, social networking sites, and threaded discussion posts (Chen, 2013; Grami, 2012; Hafner, 2013; Kitchakarn, 2014; Lin, 2012; Öztok, 2016; Pandya 2012; Shapiro et al., 2016). As Ruefman (2015) notes

> While writers still use textual components… these components are often insufficient to meet the needs of a 21st-century audience…. In many ways, digital media create unique rhetorical situations that transcend the parameters established by traditional printed texts (p. 95).

Integrating these different modes of learning and writing in the classroom could create more realistic communication scenarios in which students may engage (Choi & Yi, 2015; Hafner, 2013). By implementing multimodal components such as blogs, instructors can help struggling students to become more aware of the unique rhetorical situation of a particular context, engage in critical and metacognitive thinking (Tsai, Lin, Hong, Tai, 2018), become aware of their audience, and connect with classmates through guided peer...

Similarly, by the creative use of “multimodal theme-sets” (Ruefman, 2015; Plutino, 2017), including multiple genres of writing like the haiku (a Japanese form of three-line poetry totaling 17 syllables), students can gain greater rhetorical awareness of their audience, how to express themselves appropriately in that particular context, and connect with their native English-speaking classmates (Iida, 2010; Ruefman, 2015; Shapiro et al., 2016). Although it may seem like quite the undertaking, another multimodal tool instructors may use is social networking sites (SNS), like Facebook or Twitter. These platforms offer valuable tools, as Chen (2013) indicates, “literacy learning…is understood as a social process in which language learners/users actively participate, enacting particular social roles and negotiating their situated identities” (p. 143). In this sense, multimodal activities, SNS included, serve not only to help students access and understand the rhetorical situation of that given context, but also to grant students opportunities to collaborate with others in creating knowledge and meaning (Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009; Chen, 2013; Plutino, 2017; Ortega, 2009; Öztok, 2016; Zhang, 2013).

**Rhetorical Situation: Audience**

As students begin working with these integrated, multimodal activities, they are able to explore and expand their awareness of the rhetorical situation, at least the one according to the American English system, as rhetoric does vary “from culture to culture and even from time to time within a given culture” (Kaplan, 1966). Specifically, they may increase their awareness and accuracy of communicating to a specific audience
beyond their immediate surroundings (Alhamami, 2018; Grami, 2012; Kitchakarn, 2014; Ruefman, 2015; Shapiro et al., 2016; Öztok, 2016; Plutino, 2017; Vincze & Joyce, 2018), for a specific purpose (Kitchakarn, 2014; Zhao, Ying, & Lin, 2012), and within a specified context (Grami, 2012; Kitchakarn, 2014; Öztok, 2016; Shapiro et al., 2016; Zhao, Ying, & Lin, 2012). The collaborative nature of many multimodal activities helps students practice their audience-awareness and critically think of ways to effectively communicate with that audience. This is extremely important in a writing class. Grami discusses this within a Saudi Arabian context: “Identifying and addressing the audience accordingly is a skill that most writing tasks ignore as students usually consider the teacher to be their only audience” (2012, p. 46). The large-scale nature of practices like blogging, project-based tasks (Hafner, 2013), or Twitter (Plutino, 2017) present realistic models of authentic audiences. Students are acutely aware that their work will be received by an audience far beyond the context of their classroom; this promotes a heightening of awareness (Chen, 2013; Grami, 2012; Hafner, 2013; Kitchakarn, 2014; Plutino, 2017; Shapiro et al., 2016). Because of this heightened awareness of audience, students tend to show a greater sense of purpose when they write, knowing that their work will go out into the blogosphere and hoping that it will be meaningful to those who receive it (Kitchakarn, 2014; Öztok, 2016). By engaging in a variety of activities, students also have the opportunity to notice the rhetorical decisions of other writers, use these as a model, and finally practice these as they develop their own writing style (Grami, 2012; Kitchakarn, 2014; Shapiro et al., 2016). These are some of the many reasons multimodal activities can improve student writing.
Identity Formation, Self-Expression, & Community

While multimodal activities can serve to heighten student-awareness of effective rhetorical moves within a given context and provide examples of how to do so in the work of others, this social component may also aid students in the formation of their L2 identity and future expressions of self and voice. Fortunately, both composition and second language acquisition theory maintain that meaning is constructed socially rather than in a vacuum (Hafner, 2013; Iida, 2010; Larsen-Freeman, 2011; Plutino, 2017; Shahri, 2017). Similarly, identity and the resulting expression of self or voice are also said to be socially-constructed (Elbow, 2007; Chen, 2013; Choi & Yi, 2015; Iida, 2010; Öztok, 2016; Prichard, 2015; Shahri, 2017; Zhang, 2013). That is, learners develop and create identities in their second language for specific discourse communities they wish to be a part of (Chen, 2013; Öztok, 2014; Prichard, 2013; Shahri, 2017; Vincze & Joyce, 2018). This creative aspect suggests that incorporating multimodal components in a composition class can greatly aid students in their identity formation. The fluid, self-directed nature of many online activities creates a space in which students can explore and create their second language identity (Elbow, 2007; Ortega, 2009), express their self and voice, and create opportunities to practice rhetorical awareness (Choi & Yi, 2015; Prichard, 2013). In fact, many second language learners tend to use these spaces more for identity formation and maintenance than other face-to-face or “non-digital forms of communication” (Hafner, 2013, p. 656). Vincze & Joyce (2018) identify the Internet as a “more powerful component of the linguistic social context than past researchers have given it credit” (p. 96), as students have reported greater confidence in using and identifying with English through the use of online-learning activities. Informally, media
like television series or social networking sites (SNS) can provide a window for the ELL to observe the patterns and styles of a particular discourse community, experiment with those elements, appropriate them for their own use, and gain a sense of belonging and community (Clement, et al., 2005; Gaudet & Clement, 2009; Kitchakarn, 2014; Shahri, 2017).

Similarly, SNS like Facebook can provide students with a platform to experiment with their identity, altering features like their “about” pages, photos, videos, or links in an effort to create a specific self for the community they wish to be a part of (Chen, 2013). For formal, in-class purposes, on the other hand, online activities such as blogging can also allow students to form their identity on their own time. As Kitchakarn notes, “blogs provide increased communicating opportunity for shy, quieter students to have more time to consider what to express and to write their reflection or feedback” (2014, p. 37). These online activities create space for students to engage in mental rehearsal which leads to increased feelings of self-efficacy, decreased anxiety, and a stronger inclination towards future in-person partner-and-group work (Mazziotta, Mummendey, & Wright, 2011).

Varying personalities may also be honored through the creation of elaborate video essays. These highly edited, well-crafted videos and similar creative projects can provide opportunities for students to express their ideas—their voice—in low-stakes scenarios; instead of preparing for a high-stress performance such as a classroom presentation, they are able to focus their energy on just communicating their ideas (Choi & Yi, 2015; Pandya, 2012). Overall, these activities may grant students the time to complete the work at their comfort level and at their own pace, ultimately producing reflective, autonomous, and personally-responsible students (Lin & Hwang, 2018; Tsai, Lin, Hong, Tai, 2018).
Collaborative Learning

Branching from the works of renowned theorists such as Lev Vygotskii, Jean Piaget, and John Dewey, modern scholars have adapted their observations into what is now referred to as “collaborative learning” and “cooperative learning”. It was Soviet psychologist Vygotskii who proposed the concept of the “zone of proximal development” (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978) in which a student is aided by a “more knowledgeable other” (MKO) (Plutino, 2017) whose academic acumen or natural talent lifted the lower achieving student to a more level playing field. Vygotskii’s Swiss contemporary, Jean Piaget, had also begun to observe this phenomenon with regard to the development of speech among young children, noting that,

Our experiments brought to the fore another important point overlooked so far: the role of the child’s activity in the evolution of his thought processes. We have seen that egocentric [self-focused] speech is not suspended in a void but is directly related to the child’s practical dealings with the real world (Vygotskii, 1962, p. 22).

By building on Piaget’s observations, Vygotskii began a movement towards collaborative, cooperative work with the intention of bolstering students’ individual progress by pairing them with other students who had already mastered the skill or content in question. During the late 1880s, American psychologist and philosopher John Dewey was also exploring these ideas. It was Dewey’s belief that “The principle that development of experience comes about through interaction means that education is essentially a social process” (Dewey, 1998, p. 65). These ideas, that education is to be

1 Also spelled “Vygotsky”.
social, that all benefit from the experiences of those engaged in the learning process, and that we create knowledge and understanding together, have become the prevailing model for collaborative education at all levels in the United States (Dewey, 1998; Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009; Plutino, 2017).

Thus, the terms *collaboration* and *cooperation* have become “God terms” in all levels of educational circles. *Collaborative learning* may actually be used to refer to several different-though-related pedagogical approaches. One is focused on students: the grouping and paring of students at various levels for the purpose of achieving one, common, academic goal (Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009; Gokhale, 1995; Plutino, 2017). The second definition focuses on teacher methodology: an instructional method in which the students are responsible and held accountable for not only their learning but also that of others (Gokhale, 1995; Rau & Heyl, 1990).

Similarly, within the composition realm, *collaborative writing* can be defined as a method that divides the composing process into distinct parts in order to help writers improve their writing performance (Clifford, 1981), or writing in which two or more writers with equal responsibility work together to create a joint product (Harris, 1992).

In its ideal application, collaboration results in the creation of something new and dynamic, a co-constructed product resulting from several voices rather than an attempt at finding the one “right” answer. As Karis (1989) reflects, “Collaborators must remember that a context of shared meaning must not remain frozen or static; indeed, it is illusory to suppose that it *can* remain frozen or static” (p. 115). A truly collaborative scenario is one that invites the students into a conversation, activity, or assignment as active participants who, through these collaborative mechanisms, emerge more independent and able to
accurately self-reflect and self-assess (Mullin, 1993). It is through this interaction and sharing of diverse ideas and perspectives that students are enabled to grow in their reflective and problem-solving skills. Settings such as these are said to be “perfect complements to the Socratic approach to teaching” (Rau & Heyl, 1990, p. 148), preparing and empowering students with the skills need to engage in classroom discussion or debate. These benefits, however, can only be accomplished through the establishment of a constructive social support within the classroom. As Rau & Heyl note (1990), educators hoping to utilize collaborative learning must ensure that they have humanized the learning environment “by creating informal social organization among students” (p. 144).

Research on collaborative learning has pointedly proven its ability to increase benefits more than both individualistic or competitive methods of instruction and learning. It has been proven that a) “isolated” students do not learn as well as those involved in collaborative grouping (Rau & Heyl, 1990) and b) through collaboration, students help each other learn and, in particular, write better as opposed to working alone or with a teacher (Bruffee, 1972).

**Cooperative Learning**

In addition to collaborative learning, scholars and educators alike often reference an additional group-oriented pedagogical approach, cooperative learning. While there are few differences among these two approaches, it is important to make the distinctions clear as these differences impact how educators and students implement and use this method. In defining cooperative learning, the following descriptions appear:

Groupwork of less than six students requiring “cooperation and positive interdependence among the individuals” (Jacob & Mattson, 1987, p.3).
A cooperative social situation in which all individuals contribute to the group’s final product (Jacob & Mattson, 1987, p. 4).

A scenario in which the individual’s goals are positively correlated with the group’s goals; the individual can only win if the group’s or other person’s goals are also accomplished (Johnson & Johnson, 1974; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985).

Through engaging in cooperative learning, students are given an opportunity to learn skills in problem solving, in explaining and listening to others, and working with others to accomplish a specific goal (Johnson & Johnson, 1974; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985). The underlying goal of cooperative learning was emphasized by Coleman (1972) in that this type of learning meets the “primary intent of schools” that they “make responsible, productive persons who can effectively participate in cooperative situations (Johnson & Johnson, 1974, p. 221).

Similar to that of collaborative learning, research on cooperative learning proposes that learning accomplished in group settings leads to greater results than that carried out individually (Johnson, Brooker, Stutsman, Hultman, & Johnson, 1985; Johnson D.W., Johnson, Roy, & Zaidman, 1985; Smith, Johnson & Johnson, 1981; Yager, Johnson, R., Johnson, & Snider, 1985; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985).

**Collaborative vs. Cooperative Learning**

It appears that the only distinction between collaborative and cooperative learning is the intention. While in collaborative learning students are encouraged to discuss and debate possible routes or answers, learners in cooperative scenarios are encouraged to unite toward a common purpose with little to no academic “sparring” meant to sharpen
critical thinking or problem-solving skills. Both are geared toward group work and the learning of “soft” social skills such as teamwork; however, collaboration appears to strengthen individual skills through collaborative activities while cooperation focuses on creating collectively-minded members of a team.

Benefits of Collaborative & Cooperative Learning

Social

One of the major goals and outcomes of both collaborative and cooperative learning is an increased awareness and ability to work productively with others. For this to proceed successfully, social psychologists have indicated that a) students must be aware of others, and b) they must be able to identify and respond to others’ actions as well as the consequences of their own actions for themselves and others (Johnson & Johnson, 1974, p. 216). These requirements are actually not too difficult to meet; however, as Rau & Heyl (1990) reflect on the social nature of human beings, “When stripped of its ideological trappings, the heart of the human relations argument is that informal social organization emanates from a need for association with others” (p. 144). Thus, collaborative and cooperative learning scenarios utilize this inclination of human beings to behave, as Aristotle put it “social or political animal[s],” forming “voluntary or informal associations as expressions of their nature” (Rau & Heyl, 1990, p. 144).

Cooperative learning responds to this social inclination, creating opportunities for students to interact face-to-face (Jacob & Mattson, 1987). These face-to-face interactions have shown to improve relationships among group members (Karis, 1989) as well as individual self-esteem (Slavin, 1983; Jacob & Mattson, 1987).
For cooperative/collaborative learning to be effective, the students must become aware of the consequences of their behaviors, that of others, and their implications for the group as a whole (Johnson & Johnson, 1974). When they come to the realization—if *we win, I will win too*—they will begin to see the potential individual rewards of positive group interdependence (Jacob & Mattson, 1987; Slavin, 1983). Having discovered the potential personal gains from engaging in collaborative projects, students will naturally create a social support system for group members, environments which are “conducive to trust”. Within composition coursework, for example, establishing this safe group dynamic is key to the writing process which involves, “difficult reformulation in structure, clarity, and organization” (Clifford, 1981, p. 50; Goodman, 1966). In order for meaningful work to be done, the group members must know and trust one another. Overall, collaborative and cooperative learning experiences help students develop transferable skills for real-world situations (James, 2005), strengthen positive personality traits and social skills (Tomilson-Keasey & Eisert, 1978; Webb, 2001), reduce stress (James, 2005), lessen anxiety towards complex problem-solving (Gokhale, 1995), create a positive, friendly dynamic (Gokhale, 1995; Rau & Heyl, 1990) and offer support to students with more reserved personality types (Rau & Heyl, 1990).

Although collaboration reduces competition among individual students, setting them up to gain more through the learning experience, there is still room within collaborative and cooperative scenarios for competition. A combination of cooperative activities and group competition has been shown to result in higher achievement (Okebukola, 1985; Slavin, 1995). While group rewards (i.e. “winning” in a competition with other groups) appears to work best as motivation for lower-level students (Cohen,
1994; Slavin, 1995) these group goals function as incentives for any group’s members to work together and for those members to put forth their best efforts (Slavin, 1995). If groups lack the external motivation created by group goals and individual accountability to the group, one or two members may carry the burden of the group, a phenomenon known as “social loafing” (Latane, Williams, & Harkins, 1979) which ultimately becomes “an insidious injustice that saps collective morale and undermines norms of reciprocity and cooperation” (Rau & Heyl, 1990, p. 147). If set in place properly, group goals will serve to strengthen group ties, increase concern for each other, and increase personal responsibility for the group’s success (Slavin, 1995). While some have indicated that cooperative and collaborative activities can proceed successfully without any competition among individuals or groups (Jacob & Mattson, 1987), these interactions serve to sharpen the contributions of individual members, furthering the group’s agenda as well as the individual student’s later work. As literary theorist Kenneth Burke reflected, competition can lead to an effective exchange of ideas and perspectives,

Put several such voices together, with each voicing its own special assertion, let them act upon one another in co-operative competition, and you get a dialectic that, properly developed, can lead to views transcending the limitations of each (Burke, 1951, p. 203).

Thus, for Burke and others, competition leads to a cooperative and collaborative exchange of ideas as students are brought together by a common goal: to “win” (Karis, 1989). It is through this dialectical exchange of ideas that students will also learn how to function productively within a group setting (Damon, 1984; Slavin, 1995), to offer ideas and receive responses (Harris, 1992; Rau & Heyl, 1990), to lead in a group setting (Rau
& Heyl, 1990) to see others’ perspectives more empathetically (Johnson & Johnson, 1978; Rau & Heyl, 1990), to develop positive attitudes towards group members, and to cultivate greater self-esteem (Rau & Heyl, 1990). Students develop these social skills, as first proposed by Piaget, through their work and interactions with one another, acting as one another’s “models and/or instructors for skills yet to be acquired” (Webb, 2001, p. 96).

**Individual**

Unlike competitive scenarios in which an individual can only attain their goal if another does not, collaborative learning activities lead to success of the individuals within a given group. Consequently, an individual student will shift from a competitive mindset in which they wish others to fail so they may succeed (Johnson & Johnson, 1974). Such a competitive way of thinking and behaving has been ingrained into American culture to the extent that many students and educators alike have often viewed school as a competitive arena in which success equals performing better than one’s peers (Johnson & Johnson, 1974). In fact, researchers have noted that, “Not only do American children engage in irrational and self-defeating competition, but the Anglo-American child is willing to reduce his own reward in order to reduce the reward of a peer” (Johnson & Johnson, 1974, p. 217). This strong sense of individualism is connected to the idea that competition strengthens students, building character and encouraging confidence in the young (Johnson & Johnson, 1974). The research has proven contrary in that by being motivated by competition alone, a student’s individual capacity for “adaptive problem solving necessary in dealing with complex issues with other individuals” (Nelson & Kagan, 1972) is diminished, leading to reduced achievements. In addition, collaborative
activities actually increase individual accountability rather than weakening students’ abilities or creating an overreliance on others (Jacob & Mattson, 1987; Johnson & Johnson, 1974).

Not only does collaboration lead to increased personal responsibility, it also offers certain cognitive benefits that cannot be accessed alone (Gokhale, 1995; Rau & Heyl, 1990; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985). By working with others, the individual is required to explain ideas and material to others, leading to what is known as elaboration, or the “cognitive restructuring” of information (Slavin, 1995). These elaborations serve to solidify information within the learner’s memory processes (Slavin, 1995) by promoting deeper levels of understanding as well as metacognitive processes (Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985), resulting in the most individual gains (Slavin 1995). While some (Slavin, 1995; Yager, Johnson, & Johnson, 1985) have said that this benefits primarily only high-achieving students as lower-achieving students receive assistance from the more advanced students, these individual gains can be seen in the performance of both advanced and less-advanced students when engaged in collaborative learning activities (Webb, 2001).

Individuals will also experience gains from collaborative writing assignments. For instance, peer response groups and partnerships allow students to work through elaboration processes as related to the writing process (Slavin, 1995). These interactions may also serve to promote what Vygotsky (1962) referred to as “deliberate analytical action”, or close attention by the individual student on their “recurring patterns of confusion to make the necessary adjustments” to ensure “coherent writing” (Clifford, 1981, p. 50). Composition theorist Peter Elbow, as quoted by Karis (1989), remarks that
peer feedback can “keep student writing alive and open longer so that writers can
discover and elaborate the meanings in their writings “(p. 122).

There is not a consensus among theorists of varying disciplines, however, on how
motivation or incentivizing plays a part in collaboration and cooperation. Social cohesion
theorists believe that group members contribute to their group’s efforts out of a sense of
loyalty and care for the group, and therefore, incentives or rewards should be
discouraged. On the other hand, motivation theorists contend that incentives and rewards
remain the only way to incentivize a group of individuals because they allow individuals
to achieve their own personal goals along the way (Slavin, 1995). While the benefits of
collaboration for the individual are clear, it may be not evident how to motivate
individuals or why they may be motivated to participate in collaborative activities.
Personality appears to play a part in both willingness to participate and results in
participation. Research has shown that there is a positive correlation between
participation in groups and measures of extroversion-introversion (Webb, 1982), that
students who favor cooperative learning methods learned more than those who preferred
competitive or individual activities (Slavin, 1995), and in some cases, students who work
in groups perform equally as well as those who work alone (James, 2005).

Critical-Thinking & Problem-Solving

Another key component of collaboration that leads to individual, academic gains
is the opportunity for discussion among students with varying perspectives and abilities.
In conversing with others, students are exposed to differing viewpoints (Karis, 1989;
Webb, 2001; Martorana, 2017; Zhang, 2013) as well as false conclusions (Damon, 1984;
Slavin, 1995) which lead to greater decision-making as well as critical-thinking skills
(Gokhale, 1995; Rau & Heyl, 1990; Zhang, 2013). They are enabled to consider other perspectives and examine information from all sides (Zainuddin et al., 2011). Thus, a willingness to disagree and to discuss all possible options within a cooperative or collaborative group is essential, as “a predetermined commitment to compromise…at the beginning of a collaborative project restricts and constrains the dialectical process which might permit the group members to discover or create the best possible solution” (Karis, 1989, p. 115). One approach offered to aid students in this process is Rogerian rhetoric, a type of rhetoric which promotes group discussion to overcome interpersonal conflict within a group by emphasizing the acceptance of one another (Karis, 1989). In this model, the student is encouraged to accept themselves and ease into interactions with others:

The more I am open to the realities in me and in the other person, the less do I find myself wishing to rush in and to ‘fix things’. As I try to listen to myself and the experiencing going on in me, and the more I try to extend that same listening attitude to another person, the more respect I feel for the complex process of life. So I become less and less inclined to hurry in to fix things, to set goals, to mold people, to manipulate and push them in the way that I would like them to go. I am much more content simply to be myself and to let another person be himself (Rogers, 1961, p. 21).

This level of openness can facilitate sincere attempts within the group to negotiate the best solution or answer to the activity at hand, which allows an engaging “iron-sharpens-iron” dynamic of group discussion to play out (Gokhale, 1995) and also further solidifies the group’s unity and sense of direction (Karis, 1989).
In addition to sparking critical-thinking skills and unifying group work, collaborative learning scenarios increase students’ scores on the critical-thinking portions of post-tests (Gokhale, 1995) and may help bring less-advanced students up to the formal operations stage of development. It is within this stage of cognitive development that students acquire the ability to think abstractly, “manipulat[ing] concepts through the use of propositions and hypotheses…[a skills which] research shows…25-75 percent of adolescents and adults have not yet reached” (Webb, 2001, p. 94). Collaborative learning can thus provide valuable opportunities to such students to work among those who have progressed to this stage of development, their MKOs, increasing their capacity for empathy, critical-thinking, and decision-making skills all at once.

Online Learning & Collaboration

In the 40th edition of the TESOL quarterly, educator and linguist Canagarajah identified online, digital technologies as “[a] social movement which has transformed language and communication practices, altering the scope of English language teaching and learning” (Hafner, 2013, p. 655). Others carry this sentiment further by indicating that “literacy is a shifting target, and we have to prepare our students for their future rather than our past” (Schetzer & Warschauer, 2000, p. 172). This is true, not because the latest technologies are superior to the former, but because language is dynamic, not fixed, and is influenced and changed by those who use it (Larsen-Freeman, 2011). Digital technologies offer tools that create classwork that is both meaningful and challenging but should not be cast as a replacement for an experienced teacher, an in-classroom experience (Larsen-Freeman, 2011; Prichard, 2013), or face-to-face interactions with speakers of the target language (Vincze & Joyce, 2018). Incorporating technology allows
opportunities for “greater individualization, social interaction, and reflection on language” (Larsen-Freeman, 2011, p. 201) and can increase language-users’ confidence under the right circumstances, (Clement et al., 2005; Gaudet & Clement, 2009; Ortega, 2009; Vincze & Joyce, 2018).

Scholars agree that digital, online learning technologies present educators and students with the epistemic space (Chalmers, 2011) for collaborative and cooperative learning experiences (Gardner & Davis, 2013; Plutino, 2017; Vincze & Joyce, 2018). In fact, online-learning activities not only honor but also build on traditional collaborative and cooperative learning theory by enabling learners to share and co-create knowledge (Brindely, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009; Gardner & Davis, 2013; Prichard, 2013; Plutino, 2017; Vincze & Joyce, 2018), gain a deeper understanding of the material (Brindely, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009) develop higher-level-thinking skills such as critical-thinking and problem-solving (Brindely, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009) and metacognition (Tsai, Lin, Hong, Tai, 2018), learn from others through an online version of Vygotsky’s MKO (Hafner, 2013; Prichard, 2013; Plutino, 2017; Toetenel, 2014), and develop greater communication skills (Prichard, 2013) and an ability to work with others (Brindely, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009; Lin & Hwang, 2018; Prichard, 2013).

Due to the remote nature of online-learning activities, an equal-if-not-greater effort to build a sense of community is essential in order for these collaborative activities to proceed successfully (Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009). Additionally, because many of these online platforms (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) are considered open educational resources or “technology-enabled educational resources that are openly available for consultation, use and adaptation by users for non-commercial purposes” (UNESCO,
2002; Toetenel, 2014, p. 150), educators need to train students in their proper use. To ensure that these platforms are used effectively and productively, educators must pay special attention to training of students in safe, appropriate, ethical, and legal usage as well how to meet utilize the technology in culturally and socially appropriate ways (Prichard, 2013).

**Attitudes & Motivation**

Whether or not online learning activities are “successful” depends largely on the attitudes and beliefs of students towards the use of online media. This itself is influenced by students’ past experiences with online learning, the attitude and beliefs of others around them (Alhamami, 2018), as well as their perceived abilities (Alhamami, 2018, Lin & Hwang, 2018; Ortega, 2009) with regards to the learning tasks. Not surprisingly, it has been observed that students who engaged actively and consistently in online learning have shown improvement in tasks related to speaking when compared to those who did not participate as frequently (Lin & Hwang, 2018). This confirms what is already known about motivation and L2 learning; motivated students experience greater success in learning a second language and this success acts to further reinforce their motivation to learn (Ortega, 2009).

**Cultural factors**

Learners are influenced not only by the attitudes and perceptions of others near them, but also by the attitudes and perceptions of the culture in which they belong. While collaboration may meet some resistance from individualistic, American students, it is a natural dynamic found among more collectivist cultures such as those of the Chinese education system (Zhang, 2013). The students within this system are familiar with the
need to work together toward a common goal and to learn from others, even though the educational system may foster competition with its high-stake testing practices (Zhang, 2013). However, while they are comfortable with collaboration, students tend toward more a relationship-oriented approach than their Western counterparts, focusing on maintaining face and minimizing potential loss of face of their interlocutors. Thus, intercultural collaboration may result in confusion as participants’ individual cultural expectations may be challenged, but this conflict ultimately leads to increased understanding and awareness of such differences as well as increased abilities to shift towards a different system of collaboration.

For example, through intercultural collaboration, students will be exposed to different approaches of learning, thinking, and collaborating. They become aware of other learning strategies such as generating questions, disagreeing or challenging information, and preparing for tasks by first talking about personal issues in order to develop rapport with online-interlocutors. By inviting learners to engage with these alternative approaches to communication online, they are given opportunities that, while not the most comfortable or familiar, enable them to practice meeting the expectations of their L2. The online setting removes many of the nonverbal cues that many language backgrounds rely on to create and decode meaning, thereby orchestrating a scenario in which the analytical, deductive communication style of English alone must be practiced.

While some cultures feature a high-power distance, clearly delineating those high and low on the social hierarchy, Western societies operate under a much lower-power distance. Students of a high-power distance educational system will show great respect for their educators and defer to them as the ultimate source of knowledge and wisdom.
Conversely, Western education, most notably that of America, subscribe to social constructivist theories in which all participate equally, freely, questioning and critiquing knowledge and input in an effort to create meaning together. It is possible that by utilizing online spaces for learning that students unfamiliar—and perhaps uncomfortable—with social construction of knowledge may become more familiar. This semi-removed arrangement may allow them the practice ground needed to adopt a more direct, questioning approach while potentially minimizing the risk of losing face or causing the loss of face of another. Additionally, these online spaces could also be utilized to teach all students these cultural differences by thoughtfully considering other perspectives and leanings on these factors. That is, students could be granted opportunities to adopt other methods of discussion and communication, not just that of American English.

**Personality factors**

Within the cultural lens lies an intricate puzzle that is personality. While researchers have attempted to reduce personality to a handful of types or leanings, these remain mere factors affecting the learning process and not necessarily informing how it will go definitively. Among the various degrees of “openness to experience, extraversion, concerns towards communication or accuracy” (Ortega, 2009, p. 200) is the question: which experiences will a learner seek or avoid? Understanding this informs the educator of which activities, how, and where they might lead to the most effective learning for the student. On one side of the pendulum, scholars have noted that for some students, language-learning anxiety is a result of a lack of practice within instructional settings while others contend that it is the pressure of directly communicating with speakers in
face-to-face settings that shake these learners’ confidence. This appears to be related to perceived abilities, such that students who believe they cannot achieve a task will not or may not do so as successfully as others (Alhamami, 2018; Lin & Hwang, 2018; Ortega, 2009). Online learning exercises may potentially offer the introverted student or the student from a high-power distance culture alike a safe space to practice what their L2 demands of them. Here they may practice the direct, deductive self-expression of English, collaborate and debate with peers, and explore their L2 identity. When designed, facilitated, and monitored effectively, online learning spaces can offer students with varying personalities, attitudes and motivation, and cultural backgrounds the space to practice without the same pressure of maintaining face, performing, or communicating in front of others. They may use this space to build their confidence, then put it into practice in the face-to-face classroom.

**Conclusion**

Students who enroll in composition courses with a desire to learn and use English for communication purposes may initially meet a few challenges. Many countries tend to focus their pedagogy on form rather than function and mastering the language for standardized examinations rather than for communication and self-expression. While honoring students’ previous educational experiences, personalities, and motivation, English instructors would also be wise to continue integrating new methods and refining old ones. Incorporating more multimodal activities in and out of the classroom can act as a bridge between students’ first language patterns and expectations and that of the English language. By including opportunities to connect with their audience through multimodal, online media, students can expand their rhetorical awareness (Chen, 2013;
Iida, 2010; Kitchakarn, 2014; Öztok, 2016; Pandya, 2012; Shahri, 2017). This authentic social context connects student with a community or several communities with which they may seek belonging. As Shahri indicates, quoting Canagarajah, the motivation behind learning a language is “[the] construction of identities we desire and the communities we want to join” (p. 18). Investing in such a community, no matter how temporary, spurs student-formation of identity, leading to empowerment and expression of self and voice (Iida, 2010; Shahri, 2017).

While it is important to develop skills for face-to-face and pen-and-paper settings, these low-stakes, online arrangements may act as the bridges students need. By creating or joining online communities, students explore different aspects of themselves, including ways to express their developing identity. The majority of students already use these multimodal forms of communication and are captive audiences; therefore, it is important that we allow them these spaces to explore and practice the language and also provide support and guidance for these efforts. By integrating multimodality into the classroom, we could encourage the use of these spaces for real-life practice and exploration, build on students’ bases of knowledge and experience, and also help them further develop the rhetorical tools needed for mainstream English courses while preparing for future in-person partner-and-group work.
CHAPTER THREE: DISCUSSION

Collaborative Online Learning

Part of the issue with collaborative learning is that students may feel apprehensive about relying on others for their grade or final product, or they may feel that they are in no position to “add to a conversation” as they are not an expert in the topic. Collaborative learning indeed asks much of the students as it “often calls us to leave the safety of our own figured worlds and venture into unknown territory” (Martorana, 2017, p. 71). While the impetus in incorporating online media is that it gives the student the space to practice at their own pace and in their own way, these online scenarios do also offer opportunities for collaboration. In keeping with Vygotsky’s principles of the more knowledgeable other, students can observe the posts and other contributions of other students and benefit from this. Together, they can construct knowledge. The fact that these interactions are not face-to-face will only sharpen students’ communicative and rhetorical skills, especially for those from high-context cultures. It is understood that no one will know what the online-writer means, nor understand their train of thought, unless the author explains it explicitly; thus, it is essential that the students employ the rhetorical moves of English.

Multimodality

The use of online activities may not only benefit students from varying educational backgrounds and learning preferences but may also create a practice space for them. These activities ought not to be assigned in isolation but rather should build on classroom instruction and likewise be referenced in the classroom after students complete them. For instructors, this will demand creativity, forethought, and possibly additional planning. For students, this will be another online activity among those they already
engage in. For us educators, this is a chance to “capitalize” or appropriate already-existing technology for academic purposes. Prichard (2013) aptly captures this scenario:

While SNSs have taken a significant role in the social lives of many learners, educators have been slow to specify appropriate SNS-mediated communication as a learning objective in L2 courses and materials. To maximize the potential of SNSs for language learning, instructors need not only to enhance their presence in various aspects of the L2 curriculum but, more importantly, incorporate training mechanisms to support learners’ effective use of such tools (p. 221).

This appropriation of social media and other online platforms may be seen as unconventional as technology and online behavior of young people are polarizing topics. Additionally, the concept of digital literacy (how, when, where to use technology appropriately and effectively) is not a shared norm, even among politicians and world leaders. The dark side of online media—cyberbullying and the damaging of people’s self-esteem, self-worth, and even safety—ought not be ignored. This is precisely why we as educators ought to engage with these platforms. If we in higher education do not step in to teach the young adults how to apply their language and rhetorical skills to each new media and mode of communication, who will? If they can compose an adequate five-paragraph essay for an academic audience, but cannot transfer these skills to engage appropriately and effectively online, have they learned the communication skills that they need for their increasingly online world?
Social Benefits and Challenges in Online Language Learning

Although such multimodal activities would not be carried out in face-to-face settings, the social benefits of collaboration are not completely lost in cyberspace. It has been noted that any collaborative sharing of viewpoints and knowledge is beneficial, whether it occurs in person or online (La Torre, 2017). Within each context, individuals must effectively create messages that others will receive well. Students are familiar—perhaps to an obsessive degree—with online social media. The skills are already in place; now, the goal is not to simply “like” or “follow” an ambiguous figure, but to combine the skills of using social media with academic and rhetorical skills to meet an academic goal. Ideally, the benefits from this online work would transfer to the face-to-face classroom environment. Students would become acquainted voluntarily and discover unique as well as familiar things about their peers, gains that could lead to more engaged in-class discussions and chatting before or after class. While the current “app generation” exhibits questionable patterns and, at times, disturbing, apparently declining social skills, this is the reality of this generation of college students. For most young people, much if not the majority of their communication occurs through an online technology. To demonize their mode of communication while insisting on methods from times before the explosion of technology would be ineffective. As educators, we are tasked with preparing students for a number of scenarios, depending on one’s educational philosophy. Surely, there is a happy medium between preparing students to join the work force and preparing individuals to responsibly and critically engage with the world at large. Unfortunately, with the explosion of social media technologies, many young people have forged ahead without us, and likewise, without an understanding of how to communicate effectively.
The most effective instruction should enable them to utilize the long-standing principles of rhetoric and communication for their reality, not a paper-only world fueled by ideologies created and upheld by those who did not grow up in our current society. To cling to the past—at least the methods of the past—would be incredibly limiting.

This suspicion of change has always been a factor: for example, the panic of the classical scholar Socrates towards the transition from an oral-only language towards a written language (Gardner and Davis, 2013). But these shifts in technology in and of themselves have not wreaked havoc, as Gardner and Davis (2013) reflect on the increase of digital “apps”:

The birth of writing did not destroy human memory, though it probably brought to the fore different forms of memory for different purposes. The birth of printing did not destroy beautifully wrought graphic works, nor did it undermine all hierarchically organized religions. And the birth of apps need not destroy the human capacities to generate new issues and new solutions, and to approach them with the aid of technology when helpful, and otherwise to rely on one’s wit (p. 192).

In each of these cases, the new innovation did not replace but instead furthered the goals of the previous technology. In the same way, the use of online technology for language learning is meant to augment, not to replace the traditional in-class models—this includes the guidance and discretion of an experienced teacher.

Certainly, the spoken word, the human voice, the human touch—no machine could ever replace these. Yet to denounce the current technologies would be to turn our backs on the students we meet, to give them keys to doors without keyholes, to leave
them vulnerable and easily manipulated by the fodder that politicians, celebrities, and other mere-mortals produce and publish online. This is the modern-day version of what Aristotle referred to as *sophistry*, an unethical application of rhetoric:

> If it is urged that an abuse of the rhetorical faculty can work great mischief, the same charge can be brought against all good things…Rightly employed, they work the greatest blessings; and wrongly employed, they work the utmost harm (Cooper, 1932, p. 6).

It is for this rightful employment of rhetoric, as well as development of an L2 identity and the ability to express one’s authentic written voice, that I consider the use of online media essential. It is within these contexts that students will engage and utilize their first or second language skills. In order to do so effectively and benefit from the contributions of others, we educators must prepare them.

**Activating Learning Strategies**

The concept of individual learning styles or preferences has circulated educational contexts for many years. More specifically for TESOL purposes, this concept is a part of what scholars refer to as *strategic competence*, or the memory structures associated with the brain’s information processing system (Purpura, 2014, p. 533). Invariably, there are several additional factors that play a part in language learners’ success, such as motivation, necessity for learning the language, age, or maturity; however, from the cognitive standpoint, *strategic competence* is a major factor leading to learner success. As Purpura (2014) notes:

> Success in learning a SFL [second or foreign language] depends on students’ ability to plan, ask questions, make associations, remember,
prioritize, distinguish main ideas from details, monitor progress, reflect on successes, and flexibly shift their approaches to language learning or use (p. 533).

Working alongside of strategic competence to ensure success is metacognition, the awareness and control of one’s thinking processes (Boghian, 2016; Bonesteel, 2018; Martínez, 2008; Purpura, 2014). Thus, it is of great importance that students not only understand how they learn and learn well, but that they also develop conscious methods to effectively utilize this information as a tool for each given situation.

**Learner Strategies and Preferences**

In order for learners to develop effective strategies, they must first understand themselves as learners and determine what their individual learner-strategies actually are. These critically important thoughts and actions related to language learning and use may be divided into affecting/social learning strategies or cognitive learning strategies. Within the affecting learning strategies, we examine learners’ feelings, beliefs, attitudes, impulses, motivations, as well as interest in social interactions and relationships with other learners (Purpura, 2014). Perhaps they are extremely open to new experiences, prefer to learn in engaging social contexts, and are therefore considered extroverted. On the other hand, it may be that they prefer to learn in quiet, reflective, individual settings and are considerably more introverted. Of course, these inclinations towards or away from collaboration depend on several factors and may actually change for some learners within certain contexts.

When exploring cognitive learning strategies, we are examining the behaviors learners utilize to understand, remember, retrieve, or use new information. This aspect of
learner-strategies can be further categorized into perceptual and information-processing preferences. Perceptual preferences, a familiar concept for both students and educators, include learning by listening (auditory style), by seeing (visual style), or by doing things (kinesthetic style). In addition to perceptual processing preferences, language acquisition is also influenced by individual students’ information-processing inclinations. On one side of the continuum, learners may tend toward a global-oriented style, focusing on the “big picture” when taking in new information. Student with a global-oriented style may also tend toward an inductive style, deciphering the rules from example and a synthetic style, gathering the parts together in order to assemble the whole. On the other end, they may possess a detail-oriented style, preferring to focus on the specifics of the situation one at time. They may also possess a deductive learning style and feel the need to learn rules explicitly in a step-by-step manner as they progress through a task. Additionally, they may prefer a less exploratory process than the synthetic style and rather gravitate towards an analytic style in which they break down the whole in order to understand the individual pieces (Purpura, 2014). After examining inclinations, styles, and preferences, metacognitive strategies as a whole can give the student direction in what to use, how, and when, creating opportunities for “acting on what [they] know” (Boghian, 2016, p. 58). By employing metacognitive strategies as a final step, a learner may be able to pinpoint behaviors that do or do not work, replacing these with more effective choices.

**Raising Awareness of Strategy Use**

Recently, I had the pleasure of working among graduate students, fellow teachers-in-training, as well as a few experienced in-service teachers. From our roundtable discussion, it was clear that, as a group, we were well-versed in the common learning
styles as well as our own preferences and strengths. Later on, I asked them to participate in an activity (how to tie a simple knot for a neck tie) in which I assigned them the learning style modes with which they would tackle the task as a group.

Prior to this activity and during my presentation on learner styles and preferences, my colleagues completed a quick writing activity. In the first part, I asked them to identify their learning styles and preferences according the categories and layers previously outlined. Next, I asked them the following questions:

1. Do you feel these definitions *perfectly* describe you as a learner?

2. Reflect on your teaching. Do these connect?

The responses demonstrated that, as I had suspected: we feel as educators that individual learning styles are not as easily defined as the literature asserts they are. As one colleague shared, these fairly extensive categories of learning styles and preferences do not capture the essence of the entire learning experience perfectly, and certain elements of individual learning do not always fit into these categories. In fact, recent research has shown that the traditional concept of learning styles may actually be considered a “neuromyth”, leading students and educators to believe that students possess one distinct learning style and thus one distinct mode in which they can learn effectively. The results of these recent studies have shown that regardless of a student’s perceived learning style, appealing to multiple learning styles, especially the inclusion of visual aids, strengthens students’ second-language vocabulary recall significantly more (Brekke, 2018).

Regardless of current trends, increasing students’ awareness of these learning styles and preferences and perhaps the fact that they possess more than one dominant style, may grant the learners with tools to be successful and monitor their own language learning.
Simply raising students’ awareness alone is not, however, sufficient, as Purpura notes, “Practice without timely feedback may result in learners’ practicing and internalizing incorrect language” (Purpura, 2014, p. 544). This internalization of incorrect language, or *fossilization*, can lead to non-target forms becoming fixed in the learner’s language use (Ellis, 2002, p. 353). Presenting students with effective learning strategies alone is not enough; we must also facilitate opportunities for the students to practice the strategies. This is where online activities can shine.

**Promoting Strategy Use**

The task for us educators is clear: we must provide these opportunities. To encourage student-use of strategies, we “can design tasks that require learners to provide feedback, reflect on feedback given to them, and figure out how feedback can serve as input for further processing” (Purpura, 2014, p. 544). One practical way to stimulate strategy awareness and use is to give students the opportunity to create their own goals in addition to the established course goals presented in the beginning (Boghian, 2016). Along these lines, I have discovered that giving out self-assessment sheets to students also achieves this goal. At the start of a new term, I hand out Weekly Self-Evaluation Sheets. Students are given boxes to fill in for each day that our class meets. They must give themselves up to two points daily. Every Friday, they tabulate their score (out of ten points) and write a brief sentence explaining why they have awarded themselves that score. In this way, they have an opportunity to pause, reflect on their progress, and determine what worked or did not work for them that week, as well as honestly assess their performance. Next, I either agree or disagree with the score and statement. In this way, I am providing them ongoing, formative feedback with which they can gauge the
accuracy of their own self-assessments. As Purpura notes, students need this kind of feedback on their performance as well as their strategy use and process so that they understand what they have done right or what they could do to improve in the future (Purpura, 2014, p. 544). Interestingly enough, I have often found that students grade themselves more harshly than I would and write incredibly honest self-evaluating sentences (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Example of Weekly Self-Assessment Sheet

Therefore, it is important to aid their developing metacognition and strategy use to ensure they are not only utilizing the tools available to them, but also evaluating themselves accurately and constructively.

Reflections and Conclusion

After completing the short lesson on how tie a necktie, my colleagues and I reflected on the experience as it related to learner styles and strategies, awareness of metacognitive-strategy use, and how to instill these skills in our own students. By engaging in an unfamiliar task, and being assigned the modes in which to learn, we had the opportunity to view learning through the eyes of a novice—after all, most of us were
true novices in the art of tying neckties. It is evident that, had we been able to decide on the circumstances in which to learn this new skill, we could have utilized our learning styles, preferences, and metacognitive strategies to our benefit.

As some participants noted, there are students who prefer to repeat an activity alone until they have mastered the skill. Other students who shared their experiences were able to identify how the affective, personality, processing, and perceptual learning styles were either not considered or at a disadvantage by having to adhere to just one mode of learning. In this case, they felt that the required collaboration in this activity hindered the individual students’ progress in completing the task. Still others had an opportunity to reflect on their teaching methods as they relate to their personal learning styles, noting that they would opt for writing the instructions onto the board. The participants noted that, by doing this, they were teaching in the same manner as they would learn, expecting students to learn in the same fashion as they do. Others felt more aware of disparate learning strategies and felt that they did their best to inclusive of all, especially since their “loner” techniques were not for everyone.

While frustrating for some, this activity served to raise awareness of strategic use among my fellow novice teachers as well as to provide a model of a possible extension activity (requiring students to attempt a learning strategy that they did not often use). For intermediate to advanced English Language Learners, this same activity could be used as a starting point of a lesson on strategy use. The students could be placed into groups, given a specific learning style to utilize, and later write reflective journals on their experiences. Building on this, the instructor could give an overview of the learning styles and preferences and finish by giving the students a short survey, so that they determine
their own preferences. Extension activities that allow for more variety among the learning styles and preferences could also be included, such as time to complete the activity alone for the more introverted, detail-oriented, deductive, or analytical styles. Perhaps the assignment could even be completed outside of regular class time, and the students would complete an in-progress journal of the methods and strategies they used during the learning experience. In this scenario, the students could also divide the task into smaller subtasks that may be more manageable for them as an individual (Boghian, 2016, p. 59). The key to any approach is allowing the learners the time and epistemic space (Chalmers, 2011) required for them to engage metacognitively with the learning experience in order to identify and use the strategies and approaches most beneficial for them. They must also receive timely and meaningful feedback to help them monitor their progress as they advance their skills.

**Identity Formation, Self-Expression, and Community**

While the benefits of collaboration are impossible to deny, there is a pressure that comes from constantly learning among others, regardless of the individual students’ degree of extroversion-introversion. There exists a need among language learners to integrate, sort out, and reflect upon their learning, and for many, this be done alone. At the same time, engaging in online learning activities does present opportunities for collaboration with others, yet this can be on the individual’s terms. When allowed a chance to think and process, a learner may then participate in these online scenarios. For some students, those leaning toward introversion or the potential perfectionism of a *detail-oriented* or *analytical* learner, this arrangement is much more approachable. An online discussion board with an open-ended prompt may serve as an equalizer: students
may feel more welcome to share or that they have the *right* to do so among their peers, some of whom may be native English-speakers. I have often observed such feelings of inadequacies, especially during activities such as peer reviews. Once, after an in-class peer review session, one student (a high-achieving ELL from Japan) commented on the difficulty of the activity—wondering how were they to correct or comment on the quality of their peer’s work when they were still “learning”. Unfortunately, such encounters are common, and I believe this may actually reveal some stereotyping on the part of the other students. While this kind of behavior is unacceptable, it does bring up the intriguing dynamic of performance versus competence. While competence refers to the students’ knowledge of *correct or effective* language behaviors, performance is more concerned with the actual use of these matters within a communicative exchange (Ellis, 1995, p. 13). Performance may be affected by external factors such as anxiety, nervousness to perform, or other inter-personal pressures—especially a fear of not meeting an interlocutor’s expectations as in the case of the peer review. During face-to-face activities, ELL students may feel unconfident, exposed, and perceived as “less capable”; thus, their performance may suffer. On the other hand, online activities may grant them a protective shield of sorts. Their “otherness” is less obvious, and this allows them to shine, demonstrating their competence as they engage in the tasks at hand and strengthen their L2 identity.

Obviously, the protective shield offered by online learning activities is only a part of students’ learning experiences as a whole. These online activities complement and work with face-to-face classwork and in-person activities so that the student may improve their communicative skills. Since many students will return home after one or two years
of studying abroad, enabling them with the practice, tools, and feedback on using online platforms to use their English and express themselves remains invaluable. Perhaps they will return home to become a travel guide at their city’s airport or become an English consultant. In these scenarios, the formal English they learn in introductory and advanced composition classes is excellent, yet they also need and want the know-how of communicating informally as well as how to establish and maintain friendships with English-speakers in America and other English-speaking countries. By making this a priority, we help them extend their skills beyond academic or career-related purposes.

Although online learning can offer many students the space and opportunity necessary to become comfortable and competent expressing themselves and their L2 identity, some researchers have noted contrary effects. Gardner and Davis (2013) have found that an overreliance on online media can actually sabotage an individual’s sense of identity:

> New media technologies can open up new opportunities for self-expression. But yoking one’s identity too closely to certain characteristics of these technologies—and lacking the time, opportunity, or inclination to explore life and lives offline—may result in an impoverished sense of self (p. 91).

While this concept of an “impoverished” self, negatively yoked to online technologies, may be true for a typical online technology user, it may not be as applicable for English language learners. For many students who return home after studying abroad, the only English speakers they have access to are their online contacts. When they return home, they may have limited access to speakers of their target language, and therefore
maintaining close ties via online technologies may actually help them preserve their language skills as well as their L2 identity.

**Attitude, Motivation and Cultural Factors**

Culturally speaking, students may find it easier or more challenging to jump into de-contextualized conversations online, yet it is this very inclination of English that they must master in order to become proficient in communicating in English. If they come from high-context and high-power distance cultures, they can experiment with the less similar English-language context, knowing that a loss of face or a sense of hierarchy is far less emphasized in American English. They can observe and mimic the moves of their native English-speaking counterparts without as much concern for losing face. Their peers act as models, and in an academic setting, grant them a chance to practice this in real life, perfectly demonstrating Vygotsky’s concept of a *more knowledgeable other*.

**Classroom Applications: Class Information and Design Rationale**

**Online Discussions**

Within this English 101 class 50% of the students were “native” English speakers and the remaining 50% were advanced English language learners. While the class was actually designated as an “second-language” section, many American freshmen were placed into it. Early on, therefore, the class dynamic was palpably tense and uncomfortable; the American students felt they were in an unnecessarily “slow” course while the ELLs were hesitant to engage fully among their native-speaking peers. This tension came to a head when the students conducted their first in-class peer review, which ended only in confusion and with hurt feelings, a negative result that is all too common among writers in multilingual classes (La Torre, 2017). I created this discussion
board in response to this lack of unity. Within the prompt, I addressed the need to offer feedback in constructive, friendly ways in the hopes of establishing a healthier classroom environment. The discussion board itself required that the students watch a short clip from the sitcom *Parks and Recreation* in which the main characters attempted to convince members of a public forum to vote for putting fluoride into the public drinking supply. To counter their opponents’ bland, fear-mongering approach, the main characters of the sitcom team created an exciting video clip of what happens to people who drink water with fluoride in it. In using this clip from American TV show *Parks and Recreation*, I was able to meet two design objectives: 1) pull from American students’ background/ cultural knowledge to engage them in the process and 2) give ELL students the opportunity to gain cultural insights by viewing American satirical humor and gain some everyday conversation practice. Figure 2 is an example of what the assignment looked like on Canvas.
Results

Of the twenty-five students assigned this activity, twenty responded, and several went beyond the assignment’s required number of posts. Several of the quieter students (from both backgrounds) expressed their ideas on the discussion board, providing well-reasoned, elaborate answers. Most if not all students engaged in constructive commenting and disagreeing. Several students offered alternative interpretations of the video, indicating that they saw appeals to *pathos* in additional to *ethos* appeals. Others then saw this same appeal being used and offered additional evidence for this claim in their
comments. One ELL student refuted an American student’s claim about the video showing no ethos, and was supported by several ELL students, each offering additional evidence that the video demonstrated ethos. Another student followed up with additional evidence and a reflection saying that this activity was meant to show student how to use multiple appeals in writing essays so that the audience is interested in reading.

At the end of the thread, a different ELL student settled the discussion, stating that there is evidence for both appeals. As the last student to comment, they offered solid evidence for the use of ethos: the fluoride promoters use pathos and a high-energy presentation to establish their ethos or credibility because they know what the audience needs, and they can offer that. The audience can trust them to meet their needs. The prompt of this discussion board certainly created an opportunity for students to engage in collaborative learning. Many responding students offered a balanced response, agreeing with one students’ take, and then offering an additional interpretation with evidence.

In-class post-discussion observations

After completing the discussion board online, we watched the short clip again in class. Students showed consistent interpretations of the video’s appeals, yet when some shared their ideas, others appeared visibly confused. This created an opportunity for us to define each appeal—ethos, logos, and pathos—and thereby solidify their understanding. We concluded that no logos was used, as no statistics, data, or scientific evidence was offered, and as the one reflective student mused, we ought to employ all three appeals in a balanced, thoughtful manner in our written work in order to reach our intended audiences.
During this discussion, students appeared to feel more comfortable offering their interpretations than in other discussions centered around a class reading. Whether or not each student who participated in the discussion board spoke in class, it appeared that most were interested in finding out if they were “right”. For engaging in activities that are collaborative, con-constructions of knowledge, this type of discussion board may not be the most fruitful as the students will be seeking the “right” answer, assuming that there is one of three options.

For self-expression purposes, activities such as this may work well, as students have had the opportunity to think through their ideas, practice them on the discussion board, and receive feedback from others. I believe this rehearsal time and space enabled several students to actively join the in-class discussion, working past any self-consciousness or fear of judgment from their American peers.

**Peer Reviews**

**Design and Results**

For the first essay of this course, English 101 for second-language learners, I assigned students their peer-review partners, matching native speakers with ELLs. This as a whole did not go well, despite giving explicit instructions to focus on the whole rather than the small details such as grammar. Distressed ELL students approached me, disheartened by the severity of their peer-responder’s comments (mostly on grammar), and likewise, native-English speaker students asked for additional feedback as their ELL partners wrote very little besides some generic praise. For the next essay, I allowed students to gather into either self-selected groups for casual “peer-review circles” or to choose to complete the review online on Canvas outside of regular class-time (Figure 3).
Of the four students who chose the online route, a mixture of both introverted American and ELL students, the quality and specificity of their comments was notable. Going beyond the perfunctory, “Good job”, they probed into the content, thesis statement, and organization of their peer’s work. In this setting, ELLs appeared to move past feelings of inadequacy not being a “native” speaker-writer and engaged in the process. While most of the remaining ELLs in this class chose peer-review groups—and usually with their friends—the results of this online peer review spoke to the need for a less face-threatening space to review others’ work, not only for ELL students but also for more introverted, detail-oriented American students. Face-to-face collaboration may simply not meet the needs or learning preferences of all types of students, and online activities may offer the alternative and solace needed.

Figure 3: Example of Peer Review Assignment on Canvas

Post-Peer Review Reflections:

Although a majority of the students chose the in-person peer review groups, I was able to utilize the online space for post reflections (Figure 4). After completing the in-person group peer reviews, I asked students to reflect on the experience and write a two-sentence response:
1) What did you gain from the peer-review?

2) What could be improved for next time?

Students recommended several practical things such as requiring all to bring paper essays next time, allowing for more time in groups, and increasing the size of groups in order to receive more and varied feedback.

Although this group of students did not engage in the online peer-review activity, this online post-review reflection gave them opportunity to collaborate with me, their instructor, and provided a safe space to express their opinions and communicate their observations.

Figure 4: Example of Reflections on Peer Review Assignment on Canvas

Reflections and Limitations

While I believe that educational platforms such as Canvas do offer opportunities for online collaboration, as well as a feasible way to grade and monitor such activities, there are some clear limitations. First, students do behave differently in discussion boards within a class page than they do on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or Snapchat. Thus, much of the authentic flavor is missing from the use of sites like Canvas as students interact with others as they perceive they ought to due to assignment instructions or what they perceived to be “A-worthy” decorum. To truly
benefit from what social media and social networking sites have to offer, activities need to be conducted within these platforms. The undertaking may seem daunting—yet another login to remember and system to master—but the gains are certainly worthwhile. Additionally, the use of online platforms has to be *supplemental* rather than the sole focus of a given course. For the time being, students in introductory and advanced English composition classes still need to master the formal forms of academic writing to be successful within the academy. They need these traditional skills for additional coursework outside of the English department. By including online media in our English classrooms, we are not replacing the old, but simply appropriating the current.

The question that remains is which platform is best? In keep with the idea that *one size does not fit all*, I do not feel there is an answer. It would not be feasible to insist that all educators carve out time to learn and master each platform. More importantly, each group of students will be more or less familiar with certain sites and applications. What I do suggest is to observe the current trends among social media usage and classroom use. For instance, I have seen some language instructors use Twitter for short posts in Spanish, Canvas for responses to short video clips, and Snapchat as both a quiz and polling tool. They have utilized those technologies within their reach and applied them to be in touch with their students. To insist on any one method negates the driving idea of flexibility and personal responsibility in instruction. Technology advances in leaps and bounds, and the youth of today appear to have no problem keeping up. As these technologies change and perhaps become more intuitive, there ought to be a more marked focus on teacher training with these tools. The skills needed to use one may transfer to another and open instructional doors never thought of. This is what I am advocating for:
exploration. It is possible that as soon as we educators learn, master, and appropriate these digital technologies for our purposes that others may emerge, replacing those we have learned and thereby shifting the attention of the younger generation. In response to this fear, I reiterate the idea of transfer and adaptation. We want our students to utilize and generalize the concepts we teach, to employ effective communicative and rhetorical strategies in each mode of communication. We must do the same. As the world becomes more complicated, our purpose needs to remain simple and clear: to enable students to use language effectively and appropriately within the contexts they find themselves. For now, their contexts may be at least partially online—on their laptop, tablet, or phone screens.
CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Teaching approaches as well as discourse community values differ across cultures and languages. Yet while this diversity is something to honor and preserve, it poses a challenge for students who have learned English as a foreign language or second language and then transfer into mainstream English composition courses at the college level. Such students, while skilled in their second language, may be puzzled by the expectations of mainstream English composition courses. A comparison of language systems might reveal drastically different patterns of critical thinking, rhetorical components, and interpretive features such as self-expression and writer’s voice. Due to the frequency with which many international students studying in the U.S. utilize online media, an opportunity to integrate academic skills among these platforms is available. From the literature presented, it has been determined that these online platforms present opportunities for students to practice and develop their English writing skills in low-stakes, semi-realistic contexts. When properly utilized and monitored, these online spaces honor individual students’ differences with respect to personality and culture, all the while engaging in a modernized version of traditional collaboration.

Assumptions Revisited

1. One of my assumptions is that because students are accustomed to technology, social media, etc., they will find it easy to get started on assigned work but may struggle to adjust to the academic angle that will be imposed.
From the online assignment I attempted, I found that a majority of students actually switched over to a very formal, academic style when completing assignments online.

2. Along these lines, I anticipate that online writing activities will dramatically highlight the need for identifying appropriate word choices, tone, stance, etc. for students.

While many students adopted an academic style quite easily, I did feel the need to focus on the pragmatic aspect of language use, reminding the students that another will read their comments without being able to probe further; therefore, they need to be clear and cautious with what they post so as to not confuse or offend their classmates unnecessarily.

3. When comparing online writing assignments and in-class assignments, I predict that students will write more online, but the in-class assignments may reflect their actual abilities since they have the chance to edit and revise online.

In the in-class writing, I found that many students wrote considerably less than in on the online assignments and that these online writings were considerably deeper and more thoughtful samples. It appears that the time and social pressure of writing in-class hindered their ability to express their ideas fluidly.

4. For online and otherwise multimodal activities, I believe students may find it easier to express themselves, using self-centered language, and take calculated risks.
Many of my quieter students participated more in online discussions than in class, but only a few of these posts featured self-centered language perhaps because the assignment was focused more on rhetorical analysis than self-expression.

5. **My assumption is that students will feel less pressure in expressing themselves with the online activities, regardless of cultural background or individual personality.**

The assignments students completed did not offer many opportunities for self-expression, but I did notice an increase in online participation among those students who participated infrequently during class meetings.

**Research Questions Revisited**

1. **How can English composition instructors provide opportunities for international students to develop the skills necessary to later succeed in mainstream English composition courses?**

From the Literature Review, it has been determined that online activities can serve as practice spaces for international students learning English. This is to be a supplemental activity to build on in-class work.

2. **Do students feel more comfortable taking risks and expressing themselves in online settings?**

I have found that the research supports my firsthand experiences teaching a multilingual class: students do feel more comfortable experimenting with the language when their interlocutors are not physically in front of them.
3. **How can online and multimodal activities provide opportunities for students to develop rhetorical awareness and the skills needed to meet the expectations of English composition as a whole?**

Online and multimodal activities can be designed and implemented in a way that students are able to practice the differing expectations of the English language. One such way that I have attempted this is to assign an online discussion board in which students are required to exchange ideas with others as well as provide feedback and comments. The next step is to facilitate an in-class discussion on this topic, allowing students to participate in person, having already completed a “rehearsal” discussion online.

**Limitations of This Study**

The majority of the research conducted within this study is based on secondary sources, with very little primary investigation or data collection. By focusing on online activities and social media at large, the results are quite broad. Qualitative data in the form of firsthand observations have been offered, but only a few concrete examples are given to be implemented. A more thorough study, employing quantitative methods on a designated sample, would yield fascinating insights that other educators could then explore or use in their own classrooms.

**Recommendations for Further Research**

According to the research, there have been many studies on the use of social media and other online platforms for the teaching and learning of English. A possible area to explore could be teacher training in the use of online media, particularly in those applications and websites that are more recent additions and more frequently used by
college-age students: Twitter, Snapchat, and others to be released. Technological trends are difficult to anticipate; however, these technologies display similar interfaces and features. Teacher-training would then focus on how to use the different technologies on a basic level to include posting options as well as privacy and sharing options. This aspect seems to be of great importance, especially within educational settings, as students could benefit from understanding how to use their technologies effectively in a communicative, rhetorical, and social sense.

**Final Reflections**

With the explosion of technological advances in the past few decades, education and society as a whole have been changed. While some of the consequences—cyberbullying, obsession with one’s devices, antisocial behaviors—have been discouraging, technology does offer us much. As Gardner and Davis have noted, the advent of the writing system did not destroy human language but rather advanced it; in the same way, these online spaces can also advance human thought and language. That being said, including social and other online media will only work when utilized in addition to rather than in replacement of current, in-person instruction. Dystopian fiction has always presented “the future” as one in which humankind relies on robots and machine for all, rarely interacting in real, personal, or human ways. By allowing technology into our classrooms more, I do not foresee this kind of future. For analytical, introverted students, and those from high-power distance, face-concerned cultures alike, I believe these online spaces can augment the good work educators do during in-person classes. A practical application could resemble that of a hybrid class, which routinely meets a set number of hours in person with the rest online. I would like to suggest a much
more blended version than this. The allure of online work is the safe, rehearsal space that it offers the student to explore, to practice, and to prepare. It has also been shown that it is the autonomous English language learner who maintains their L2 when returning home where few “native” English speakers can be found (La Torre, 2017). By incorporating the use of online media, the learner is granted a space to become this autonomous learner, away from the distractions and pressures of other people with a place to make self-directed connections and experience those “Aha!” moments critical to language acquisition. Thus, I believe it is the consistent usage of online media in addition to in-class activities that makes these platforms so beneficial. Instead of devoting an entire class day to online work, I propose that homework itself be online. To enforce this, points or other credit would need to be awarded in order to ensure the students’ participation initially. Much more research is needed to understand effective ways to implement online activities for language learning, though the potential benefits are evident.
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